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In “4
th
 of July, Asbury Park (Sandy)”, Bruce Springsteen sings: 

“Sandy, the fireworks are hailin’ over Little Eden tonight 

Forcin’ a light into all those stony faces left stranded on this warm July” 

     **** 

 

   OVERVIEW AND CONCLUSION 

 

Financial marketplaces provide players not only opportunities for profit (and loss), but also 

entertainment and excitement. Communities across America just finished observing thrilling 

Fourth of July holiday fireworks displays. Yet in contrast to this explosive holiday festivity, 

financial marketplace stargazers should underline the comparatively peaceful current trends of 

assorted iconic national benchmarks.  

 

The United States government 10 year note established a major low in July 2012. However, for 

the past year or so it has been range bound. The broad real trade-weighted US dollar and 

commodities in general (enlist the broad Goldman Sachs Commodity Index as a signpost) also 

have traveled sideways, but for an even longer span. What about stocks? The S+P 500 has 

skyrocketed, nearly tripling since its 3/6/09 major bottom at 667, blasting higher from such 

interim lows as 10/4/11’s 1075, 11/16/12’s 1343, and 6/24/13’s 1560. But although the S+P 500 

has continued to fly upwards and amaze audiences, the S+P 500’s key VIX volatility measure 

recently nevertheless has plummeted almost to ground level.  

 

Many variables intertwine to spark, sustain, inflame, or change financial trends. However, the 

Fed’s intertwined easy money policies of interest rate yield repression and quantitative easing, 

assisted by forward guidance wordplay, has played a crucial role in generating sideways travels 

for the US Treasury 10 year, the US dollar, and commodities. Thus for the UST 10 year, 

inflationary money printing (potential for higher yields) wars with the Fed’s quest to pin the 

Federal Funds rates near the floor and keep longer run rates depressed. The widely-beloved 

Federal Reserve Board of course acts alongside allies such as the European Central Bank, Bank 

of England, Bank of Japan, and China’s central bank.  

 

Although the Fed’s yield repression and money printing helps to depreciate the US dollar, many 

other key nations also adore a relatively weak home currency. Countries may wish to ignite or 

sustain economic growth, but not everyone can devalue at once. In this context, the Fed’s 

persistent lax monetary policy helps to maintain a relatively feeble dollar.  

 

In sharp contrast to the US stock playground, the broad GSCI remains under its spring 2011 high. 

Over the past couple of years, the broad GSCI has moved sideways. Accommodative Fed policies 

encouraged economic growth, a weak dollar, and alternative “investment” in commodities 

enthusiasm. These factors tend to rally the broad GSCI, but US and worldwide growth has shown 

some signs of decelerating. Note the sideways trend in emerging stock marketplaces (Morgan 

Stanley’s MSCI index, “ MXEF”) and hints of slowing Chinese GDP.  

 

US corporate earnings indeed have ballooned as economic growth reappeared after the dreadful 

worldwide economic disaster. But the Fed’s ongoing rate repression scheme (aided by forward 

guidance anthems) still helped spark a fervent search for yield (return) via American (and many 

other) stocks and corporate interest rate instruments (think of junk bonds; keep lower quality 

international debt in mind too).  
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     **** 

 

Many clairvoyants believe these current marketplace voyages will persist for an extended period 

of time. Much of their confidence derives from ardent faith that the wonderful Fed will 

successfully manage to control (or at least substantially influence) interest rate and inflation 

outcomes. However, various scenarios could cause the S+P 500 bull move and sideways Treasury 

yield, US dollar, or commodities patterns to change. The list of considerations noted in the 

“Risks, Warnings, and Things to Watch” section below is not exhaustive; many are entangled, 

and of course not all notable risks lurk in America. Moreover, not all concerns point in the same 

direction as regards a given marketplace trend.  

 

Yet what is a rather probable outlook regarding these marketplaces, even if it takes several more 

months to emerge?  

 

The past and ongoing determination of central bankers around the world, not just the Fed, to 

create sufficient inflation probably will play a key part in causing American government interest 

rates to rise and break out of their sideways trend. Deflation (or too low inflation) will be battled 

no matter what! Fearful “flights to quality” (as into the US or German sovereign debt 

marketplaces) must be remedied! But how eager will be people sitting on US Treasury and other 

interest rate instruments with rather low yields to keep doing so as rates climb? Foreigners have a 

huge stake in the trillions of dollars of US Treasury debt.  

 

The Fed’s massive money printing and bloated balance sheet should make viewers cautious that 

they can guide marketplaces to happy results. Besides, its exit strategy rhetoric to date falls well 

short of a coherent detailed plan. How alert was that guardian before and during the early stages 

of the worldwide crisis that emerged in mid-2007 and erupted in 2008? Also, despite America’s 

economic growth, the nation as a whole (not just the federal government) still has enormous 

overall debt relative to GDP. Moreover, substantial actions to solve its long run federal debt 

problems remain a distant dream.  

 

Despite higher American interest rates, the broad real trade weighted dollar will remain relatively 

weak, with a substantial likelihood of testing its all-time low (since 1973). What if foreign owners 

of UST become smaller net buyers, or even net sellers, alongside US rate boosts? If American 

government debt yields sustain a march into new high ground relative to their current sideways 

trend, then the S+P 500 likely will decline.  

 

The Fed will continue to taper its current money printing plan, probably ending it in the next few 

months. Keep in mind the S+P 500’s weakness following the ceasing of previous rounds of 

quantitative easing. Weaker US (and other) equities probably will place renewed downward 

pressure on the commodities sector.  

 

 

   RECENT US MARKETPLACE MOTIONS 
 

“Oh, and there we were all in one place 

A generation lost in space”. “American Pie”, Don McLean 

     **** 

 

What defines or in practice represents a big, small, fast, slow, average, important, or volatile 

marketplace price move? Opinions differ. Wizards likewise reasonably disagree regarding what 

equals “a” or “the” trend, as well as how to define the short, medium, or long run. In explaining 
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and forecasting past, current, and future marketplace motions, financial all-stars quarrel as to 

what variables observers should select and how to interpret them.  

 

An apparent sideways history can display numerous dramatic bullish leaps and bearish tumbles. 

Even over a so-called short run, numerous violent short term fluctuations can occur. And the 

apparently quiet (sideways) price patterns of a given trading theater can result from fierce 

conflicting, behind-the-scenes (underneath the surface) factors.  

 

Despite all such uncertainties and debates regarding marketplace perspectives, US government 

securities, the broad real trade-weighted dollar (“TWD”; Federal Reserve H.10, monthly 

average), and commodities currently reveal a roughly sideways march.  

 

See the attached charts of the US Treasury 10 year note, the S+P 500, and the broad GSCI. The 

Federal Reserve provides TWD statistics (H.10 report).  

     **** 

 

The US Treasury 10 year note established a major low at 1.38 percent on 7/25/12. Important 

resistance loomed around 2.40pc (10/28/11 high 2.42pc, 3/20/12 top 2.40pc; 2.33 low on 10/8/10; 

2.47pc low 3/18/09, not long after the S+P 500’s major trough on 3/6/09). The 10 year yield burst 

above the important resistance around 2.40pc after its 6/20/13 close around 2.41 percent. 

However, the marketplace has remained in a 2.40pc to 3.05pc range for just over a year since 

then.  

 

Over the past few years from the cross rate perspective, the dollar has enjoyed many exciting 

journeys. However, the dollar’s swings against assorted advanced and developing nations tell 

only aspects of its overall story. The broad real trade-weighted dollar (“TWD”) weathervane tells 

a more comprehensive tale for the greenback.  

 

A long term TWD bear move commenced with its February 2002 major summit around 112.8. 

The TWD crashed after March 2009’s 96.9 interim top to July 2011’s record low (going back to 

1973) at 80.5. However, since September 2011’s 83.5, its range has been tight, with a sideways 

trend that has persisted for nearly three years. January 2013’s 83.2 represents the low, June 

2012’s 86.3 the high. June 2014 sits at 85.2.  

 

The broad GSCI rocketed from its 2/19/09 major bottom around 306 to a pinnacle in spring 2011 

around 762 (4/11/11 and 5/2/11). However, this spring elevation fell far short of 7/3/08’s lofty 

894 height. Also, since spring 2011, the GSCI battlefield generally has displayed a pattern of 

lower and lower highs, a bearish sign. Yet some observers nevertheless may declare the GSCI has 

been in (or resumed) a bull trend since 6/22/12’s 556 bottom.  

 

Such contrasting viewpoints on the broad GSCI seem to suggest a sideways pattern. A big and 

nearly three year long sideways trend in the GSCI arguably commenced around the time of the 

10/4/11 low at 573 (or even earlier) since prices did not rest for much time around the 556 

bottom. The ceiling for this band hovers around 700/720 (717 on 3/1/12 and 699 on 9/14/12). 

However, a sideways framework appears clearer (and thus briefer in time) since around 2/13/13’s 

high at 682 and 4/18/13’s trough at 596. The 675 high attained on 8/28/13 remains above 2014’s 

tops at 663/673. The low at 604 (1/9/14)/605 (6/24/13 and 11/7/13) stands close to the April 2013 

depth.  

     **** 
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The stratospheric S+P 500 bull move of course has been widely watched and loudly trumpeted. 

Despite this celestial march, note the VIX’s (S+P 500 volatility index) recent sideways pattern. 

Important VIX highs for the past year and a half include 22.7 on 12/28/12, 21.9 on 6/24/13, 21.3 

on 10/9/13, and 21.5 on 2/3/14. Notable lows include 3/14/13’s 11.1 and 12/26/13’s 11.7. The 

sideways move perhaps began sooner; recall the 3/13/12 low at 14.0 and 6/4/12’s high at 27.7 

(S+P 500 interim low 1267 on 6/4/12).  

 

This sideways VIX travel probably partly reflects the Fed’s determined effort to reduce Treasury 

(and other) interest rate levels and government interest rate (and other marketplace) volatility. 

The Fed Funds rate (monthly average) has stayed under .25 percent since December 2008. The 

Fed’s policy aims thereby to boost economic growth in general and US stock marketplace and 

housing prices in particular. Compare VIX highs during the dark night of the worldwide financial 

crisis (89.5 on 10/24/08) and thereafter (48.2 on 5/21/10, S+P 500 low 1011 on 7/1/10; 46.9 on 

10/4/11; S+P 500 key low 1075 on 10/4/11).  

 

The VIX’s recent decline to about 10.3 (7/3/14) beneath its 2013 lows over 11.0 coincides with 

new highs in the S+P 500. Recall the joyous Goldilocks Era. The VIX made a significant bottom 

around 9.4 on 12/15/06.  

 

 

   RISKS, WARNINGS, THINGS TO WATCH 

 

The Wizard of Oz says to Dorothy: “Frightened? Child, you’re talking to a man who’s laughed in 

the face of death, sneered at doom, and chuckled at catastrophe…I was petrified.” “The Wizard of 

Oz” (Victor Fleming, director) 

     **** 

 

Perhaps current trends in the UST 10 year note, the broad real trade-weighted dollar, GSCI, and 

the S+P 500 will persist, but their continuance is not inevitable. Dramatic changes in marketplace 

trends often are noticed and explained with the benefit of hindsight. Noteworthy alterations can 

start suddenly with a bang, but they also can result from a slow burning fire. Changes can derive 

from one major issue or from an intertwined tangle of problems. Many modifications or 

transformations of a financial trend occur via significant actions by key economic and political 

decision-makers. Such important moves and decision-makers interrelate with numerous other 

marketplace variables. Even a given statistical indicator like unemployment (or consumer prices, 

and so on), a corporate or sovereign default, or some political (or military) “surprise” can spark 

some big marketplace advances or retreats, like one lit firecracker acting to set off others.  

 

Marketplace warriors vary in their viewpoints regarding the phenomena and risks to monitor. 

They also vary in their assessments as to the relative importance of a particular concern (and 

factors, evidence) and how it interrelates with other matters. Of course not all variables relevant 

to the American financial battlefield are based in the US.  

 

The following schematic list flags some risks that could significantly shift the current directions 

in the US Treasury, dollar, S+P 500, and commodities “in general” pastures. Neither the list nor 

related comments are exhaustive.  

     **** 

 

** Suppose key US indicators show on a sustained basis more than sufficient inflation (an 

allegedly stable level around two percent). Will the Fed want or be able to rein it in?  
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** Much of the world places great trust in the capabilities of the Federal Reserve and other key 

central banks to “significantly manage things (the economy) well (to achieve good outcomes)”. 

What if the marketplace realizes the Federal Reserve has no genuine exit strategy (or cannot 

easily apply one) regarding a notable reduction of its gigantic balance sheet?  

 

** What happens when the Fed’s current tapering program ends? Recall the moves in the S+P 

500 after QE1 and QE2 ended. Who will replace the Fed as a buyer of UST? This becomes a 

more significant problem should the US federal budget outlook worsen.  

 

** In the hunt for yield (return), and as the S+P 500 has soared, many credit spreads have 

narrowed. Watch interest rate credit spreads such as US Treasury notes versus corporates, or 

between sovereigns such as Germany versus Spain or Italy, in relation to UST and stock 

marketplace trends. Also monitor the UST yield curve (two year versus 10 year note, for 

example) in relation to S+P 500 and outright US interest rate trends.  

 

** The Fed’s current implicit “cheat the saver” interest rate policy offers holders of UST 

government debt across much of the yield curve negative or mediocre returns. Suppose the Fed 

refuses to raise the Federal Funds rate as inflation increases. How will that affect debt prices and 

the dollar?  

 

** Suppose the Fed finally raises the Federal Funds rate. How eager will people be to hold 

Treasury securities (and other debt instruments) when faced with prospects of capital loss? If 

foreigners become significant net sellers of UST, perhaps the dollar will depreciate.  

 

** What if the European Central Bank, which has an inflation-fighting mandate, actually embarks 

on a substantial quantitative easing program due to deflationary (or too low inflation) fears? Will 

this necessarily propel US and European equities even higher? Or could it induce worries that 

central banks in general are giving up on any long term willingness to combat inflation?  

 

** Are we in a revised version of the Goldilocks Era? The marvelous Fed admits ”monetary 

policy has powerful effects on risk taking” (and financial stability). She does think systemic risks 

must be faced. The Chairman confesses: “I do see pockets of increased risk-taking across the 

financial system, and an acceleration or broadening of these concerns could necessitate a more 

robust macroprudential approach.” However, the Chairman does not currently seem very worried 

about risk taking or leverage. “Monetary Policy and Financial Stability”, (Speech at the IMF, 

7/2/14). What if this risk taking and leverage is considerably greater than the Fed and many other 

central bankers perceive? Is sufficient attention being paid to credit quality? Compare the Bank 

for International Settlements’ “84
th
 Annual Report” (6/29/14) with the views of the Fed and its 

friends.  

 

** Suppose the sovereign debt condition for America or any other nation deteriorates 

significantly. This may encourage economic weakness. But troubling sovereign debt problems do 

not necessarily result in lower rates. Rates may spike. Imagine what would happen to yields on 

the debt securities of a distressed or failing corporation.  

 

** Will budget/debt or unemployment conditions worsen on the European periphery, or even in 

Spain or Italy?  

 

** The overall current US debt load remains a problem, despite some improvement in the 

household sector and a reduction in recent federal deficits. The long run government fiscal 
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situation remains dangerous. The US embraces a culture of debt and entitlement. What if the US 

debt situation improves? What if it doesn’t?  

 

** The ongoing American political logjam between Democrats and Republicans looks likely to 

continue up to and after the 2014 elections. Will fervent debates on debt and debt ceilings reenter 

the political theater after the election? This divisive political party scene is mirrored by the great 

number of partisan interest groups with competing ideologies.  

 

** Will US corporate earnings remain high?  

 

** Watch emerging stock marketplaces in general (MXEF). Their failure to rally alongside the 

S+P 500 hints of slowing worldwide economic growth. Does this stock marketplace divergence 

warn of a decline in the S+P 500? Note that the broad GSCI also has refused to rally to new highs 

alongside US stocks.  

 

** Is Chinese growth slowing more significantly than most observers believe? China may have 

notable local government debt and real estate problems. How severe are shadow banking risks in 

China, America, or other nations?  

 

** The S+P 500 has nearly tripled in price since its dismal March 2009 abyss. Does the decline of 

the VIX to new peaceful lows in recent days warn of significant complacency (exuberance) 

regarding the bull trend in the S+P 500?  

 

** To what extent are social unrest fears influencing central bank easing and government 

spending policies? Note the emergence of significant left and right wing movements in Europe. 

Underline the European Central Bank and Fed worries regarding unemployment. In America and 

elsewhere, note the growing focus on and anger in relation to economic inequality and the role of 

“big money” in political life. In America, median incomes remain about flat and poverty is high.  

 

** Will an oil crisis burst out? So far the war in Iraq remains relatively distant from the country’s 

most important oil producing fields. Saudi Arabia says it will continue to act as a swing producer, 

and US production has leaped higher in recent years. The US and many other nations hold 

strategic petroleum reserves. What if the Iranian nuclear negotiations break down?  

     **** 
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